SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT (1) Inputs to RosettaScripts

<FILTERS>
<PeptideDeriver name="Peptiderive" restrict_receptors_to_chains="{restrict_receptors_to_chains}" restrict_partners_to_chains="{restrict_partners_to_chains}" pep_lengths="{peptide_lengths}" dump_peptide_pose="true" dump_report_file="true" dump_prepared_pose="true" dump_cyclic_poses="true" skip_zero_isc="true" do_minimize="true" report_format="markdown" /> </FILTERS> <PROTOCOLS> <Add filter_name="Peptiderive" /> </PROTOCOLS> </ROSETTASCRIPTS> When a job is submitted, the server generates an XML file and a flags file with the parameters for the job (code listings 1 and 2). Then, the RosettaScripts command line is invoked, providing the paths to the generated XML script and flag files (code listing 3).
(2) Estimation of binding energy
Binding energy is calculated as in (1) and shortly detailed below. For a coarse estimate of binding energy, we evaluate the energy across the interface (interface energy, or I_sc), using the standard Rosetta energy function (currently Talaris2014 (3); score12 was used in the original implementation (1), and produced similar results -see Supplementary Figure 1) . For a pair of molecules, the interface energy is defined as the difference between the free energy of the protein complex, and the total free energy of the complex constituents. i.e., for two molecules, A and B, the interface energy is:
Given a receptor protein A, and a partner protein B, from which we derived a peptide, pepB, we define the relative energy contribution as the ratio between the binding energy of the peptide-protein complex, and the binding energy of the protein-protein complex: relative binding energy ∝ ΔΔG A,pepB / ΔΔG AB
